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What is investment facilitation?

As yet no shared definition: both challenge & opportunity
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This leads to a broad definition of investment facilitation

Business perspective

❖ Welcomes broad definition

❖ But definition less important than impact
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“…investment facilitation at all

stages of the investment project

cycle…best practices have shown

that investment facilitation is the

most important function of an IPA

and often takes more time than

investment promotion related

activities”. UNESCAP Handbook,

2017, p. 257



Measuring impact

• “Does investment facilitation matter?”

• Do investment facilitation measures make a difference in terms

the quantity and quality of investment an economy generates?

→Political support at both the national and international level

• Need two things to answer this question:

• FDI sustainability characteristics

• Investment Facilitation Index

• Simulations and models
o “Roll out the red carpet and they will come”

o Over 2015-2030, TFA could reduce global trade costs 

by an average of 14.3% & grow exports by USD 1 trillion

per year, though some estimates up to USD 3.6 trillion
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Advisory councils and a Comment Group

• To help ensure impact, advisory groups can provide feedback 

on the most useful investment facilitation measures
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• Advisory councils are also well-established regionally and 

internationally (ABAC, ASEAN-BAC, OECD BIAC, B20, UN

SDG Fund PSAG)
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• At the national level, IPAs may wish

to ensure advisory councils inform

the choice of facilitation measures

• At the international level, a Comment 

Group could play the role of an advisory 

council for measures considered at WTO 



WEF project: Investment Facilitation for Sustainable Development (IF4SD)

• Aims to identify investment facilitation measures that are most 

impactful for sustainable development

• Will use a methodology and questionnaire to gather ground-

level information through interviews with firms, policymakers, 

and other stakeholders

• WEF will provide this information to WTO delegates, which 

would complement the work of a Comment Group

→ First interviews in an emerging market in late April 2019

→ Plan is to have findings and inputs ready by end 2019
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Possible provisions  – 4 considerations
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